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R1EFUGEES ,".ND ST.',T:SL".:SS IJE;RSONS (item 32 of the agonda)

(b) Report of tho _'.d hoc Committee on StntclGssncss and Related Problems

. (E/1618, ~/16l8/Corr.l, ~/1703, ~/l703!CorrQl, Z!1703!~dd.l-6, E!1704,

. E/1704!Corr.land 2, E/L.79, E!L,79/Add.l, E!L.81, S!L.132 and E!:.C.7!L.59)
(continued)

Dsfinition of lIrofugee ll in article 1 of tho draft Conv:mtion.

The CHURHl,N drew particular attention to the proposal submitted by

. the Belgian delegation concerning the definition of the tem "refugee"

(E/AC.7!L.59).

He called for comments on the procGdure to be adopted in.the light of the

views expressed at the two previous meetings on the limitation of the discussion

to certain points raised by the Vnited States representative, and to the questions

of the definition of the term Ilrefugoe", the reservation clause, the federal

State ·clauslil, the torritorial applico.tion clause and the proamble to the draft

Convention submitted by tho ~£ Committee on Statelessn8ss and Related

Problems.

After some discussion, in which Nr. CRA (China), Mr. DESIlI (India), Mr.

FEARNLEY (United Kingdom), Mr. HENKIN(United States of 1l1l1orica) and the CHAIRMAN

took part, the last-named suggested that J as all appeared agreed that the

Committee should first discuss the definition of the term IIrefugee ll , it should

do so and that, when a decision had be0n reached .on that point, it should be left

to each individual member to propose for discussion any item he considered of

sufficient importance.

It was so agreed;

Replying to IvIr. D:CSCI-L:.i-rPS (,\ustralia), the CI,UlIm1AN confirmed that the

decision to~limit the Conunittee I s discussion as suggested would not' prevent the

Australian Government, which had not yet submitted its written connnents on the

·:report of tho I,d h~ CommittGO , from submitting 'r,hem to tho .\d hoc Committee if

it were re-convened.

\.
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Mr. ROCHEFORT (France) thought it impossible to begin the general

discussion on the definition of the word "refugeell without first considering

the preamble to the Convention relating to the status of Refugees. If the

Committee did not wish to give priority to consideration of the preamble, it

should at least study tho two questions in conjunction. The French delegation

would, indeed, find it impossible to give an opinion on the s~cific issue of

the definition of the word lIrefugeell unless it could at the same time express

its views 'on the refugee problem as a whole.

The French delegation realized that it might prove vain to attempt to deal

with tho substance of the problem when several represontatives seomed inclined

to favour the discussion of procedural issues. His delegation did not despair,

however, but embarked on tho discussion hopefully, borne up by the conviction

that the cause was a just one.

In view of the statements made at previous meetings, he thought it

advisable to explain that the Committee was obviously considering the text of

a draft convention, relating. to the status of refugees, and not the statute of.
the High Commissioner's Office. It was equally obvious tha~ those two questionl

should be examined separately.

Several important consequences proceeded from those two observations. Firs1

of all, it seemed logical to study the draft Convention before the statute of thE

High Commissioner's Office. Indeed, reference to the lunnex to General Assembly

resolution No. 319 (IV) showed that the High Commissioner was to promote lithe ..'

conclusion and ratification of international conventions providing for the

protection of refugees." ,Hence the Convention not., being drafted would be the

first of the contract~~l instruments of which the High Commissioner was to

promote the conclusion and ratification. It also followed from that AnnexthA$'

the High Commissioner could bo appointed an~ take action even beforothe

conclusion of the Convention. Moreovor, it appeared that the Convention was

not intended to deal oxhaustively with the matter: for inste.nce, the dCfiniti6;*iji

of "refugees" in the Convention might either be different from, or sirnilartoi' 3~1

that in tha statute of tho High Commissioner's Office. Although the decisio



It should also be ascertained in advance which countries intended to put

the Convontion into offect, since they constituted the effective majority, even

though they might be in a voting minority in tne Committee.

the Committee would have to take regarding +,he definition to be included ir. the

Convontion ~uld in no way prejudge the corresponding decision in connexion with

the Statute of the High Commissioner's Offico, he emphasized that the text of the

Convention did not appear to provide favourable ground on which to fight for a

definition of a general character.
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If the United Nations had assured tho right to draft such a Convention it

i..!,,';;dLl.;io,,; .i.t hr.ci recognizod the world ,.lide Scup"" wi '...~1" probletl. It was in

thl;\t spirit that the Fronch delegation was prepared to ac~ept a text:. which would

ot alwn;ys completely accord with its views. But it recognized 'that the United

In those circumstancos, the Committee should bear carefully in mind the

actual situation, which was determined in advance by the expressed intention of

certain g0vernments to sign, ratify and implement the Convention. Whereas the

General :.sscmbly1s vote was binding only in the moral sense, signature and
, ,

ratification imposed financial and other contractual obligations." It therefor9

· a.ppeared thr~, unless imr.18diate considGration ,were given to the v~ ews and, abo"/e

all, to the needs, of the countrios that intended'to implement the Convention,

there would be gravo danger that nothi~g would be achieved. Hence it would be

adviE,lablc to determine as soon as possible whore the Convention was to be

implemonted. 'lIas it to apply only in Europe, or throughout the world?

The draft Convention would certainly derive some moral authority from

adoption by the General Assemblyj but it must not be forgotten that the real

force of the Convention would come from the signatures and ratifications

· following that adoption. Without signatures and ratifications any, convention

· must remain a dead lotter. Consequontly, the Committee must concern itself

above all with sccuring - in addition to an aff~rmative vote of the General

~ssembly, which would b8 valuable but not indispensible - the signatures and

ratifications of governments, which were a sine qua,non for the eff~ctive appli

cation of th8 Co~vontion.
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In fact, the question seemed to have been badly presented from the outset,

and a retrospective analysis appeared necessary, to define both what the

Convention was not and what it ought to be and ,the true situation it was designed

to meet and the' aims lt was intended to pursue.

Nations had that right, because it had at least the moral responsibility. for

solving tho'problem of refugees. That was why, in the draft preamble that it

had submitted, the French delegation had asked that the problem be presented in

truly international and equitable terms.

Those figures should give rise neither to optimism nor to pessimism, since

it had soon become clear that the Ad hoc Committee had not always been guided by

a true spirit of international collaboration. It had rejected the modest

article 2 of the French draft, relating to the welcome which should be accorded

to refugees,. and had, moreC?ver, contrary to what might have been expected,

rejected the liberal principles o~ the European countries.

Fist, it might be most instructive to compare the signatories of the various

pre-war conventions relating to refugees with the composition of the Ad hoc

Committee. The signatories,of conventions relating to the protection of

refugoes were without exception European governmental The Ad hoc Committee, on

the other hand, consisted of representatives of four European countries and of

seven non-European countries.

A debt of gratitude was, of course, due to the experts of all countries for

their collaboration, but it was none the less regrettable that, being at the

same time the representatives' of their respective countries, t~~y had not always

succeeded in rising above purely national considerations, to see things as they

really were and fully to comprehend the aims of the agreement. In that respect,

the records ·of the meettngs of the ~d hoc Committee left an unsatisfactory

impression - the impression that the countries of Europe were responsible 'for

the existence of a probl~ which the other, more liberal, countries, would have

been able to solve. That was a heinous mi~take, since distortion of the problem

at the outset might have extremely unfortunate consequenc?s •.
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In actual fact, the position was quite different. The truth was that· I
certa.in European countries werE:) the victims of thoir geographical situation 'r i
which had made them, ffor Inhore thldan thi
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liberalism; they did not accept only selocted persons in possession of visas and

who were prepared, if nocessary, to become citizens; . on the contrary, they opened

their doors without discrimination to all who were in the unfortunate position ot
having to leave their native count:ry, Uncor those conditions 1 which were none

the less in accordance with,th~ jrinciples proclaimed in the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights, it was easy to understand that the problem was not

only much more extensive, but also more difficult -;:or those countries than for

others. He asked, for example, whether countries practising such a system of

reception would not be bound to apply to applicants for naturalization the

conditions applied by other co1,lntries to intending immigrants, and, when granting

rights to refugees, to conside* the latte~'s capacities as other countries did

when ascertaining thn professions of immigrants.

The existence of a large number of refugees in certain European countries

raised the problem of international protection. vThat aims should be pursued

. in that connexion?

If tho aim were to impose upon those countries a law which they had boen

unable to adopt themselves, that would be to forget that sin~e 1920 those

countries had taken every possible initiative in that field. France, in

particular, accorded the samo rights ~d benefits to refugees who were not pro

tected by any convention as to refugees who were protected by conventions ~

conventions which were, in any case, at the present time out of date.

On the other hand, if the aim was to force those countries to do more than

lay within thQir power, for example, to naturalize all refugees, that would be to
forget that the persons in ~estion were refugees, and not immigrants. Some of

.. those refugees had broken with a regime, without thereby breaking with their

.. homeland1 to which they hoped to return; others did not wish to settle in the

.reception countries, but were .waiting for a visa to go elsewhere.



3) The d~sire to improve the lot of refugees by endeavo~ring to achieve

an overall solution of the problem;

2) The desire for balance, and hence for uniformity of status, so as to

prevent a country Which did its duty from being flooded with refugees, and so

being compelled to review its unduly liberal policy;

If the aim of the reception countries was to secure certain benefits, the

United Kingdom memorandum provided answer enough, by pointing out that the

Convention was not of the sort which a State subscribed to in return for

certain gains.

What then was the true aim of the Covenant, if it was none of those he had

mentioned, and if it was not to restrict the right of asylum, as was suggested in

one government1s memorandum? The attempt of the United ~ations to establish a

system of international protection was based on four considerations:

First, the international desire, inspired by the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights, to provide refugees with the greatest possible number of rights

to protect them against politica~ or demographic pressure and economic

while guaranteeing their freedom from extradition proceedings;

4) The technicaldesira to restore to refugees the bonefits which every

human being. derived from the protection of his country of origin and the exercise

of his citizenship of that country - benefits which could only be restored on the

international plane by granting them a recognized juridical status.

Those were the great objectives which must be attained. Clearly they

not be reached in a day, and the first essential was that they should be

thoroughly comprehensive. It was also essential that all countries should b.e .

enabled to make the necessary effort to rise above purely national considerat~ons

Lastly, it was essential that the Convention should command a large number o~

signatures. Past experience, however, was particularly disappointing in that

A number of delegations which had taken part in the work of the Ad.hoc

:,Committee, and would participate in tho voting, had intimated at the outset that". '.',' ,

jth~y had no intention ot signing or ratifying the Convention, either because·thei

legislation was more liberal, or because it was less so.
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One Goverrunent" for example, had declared in a. very significant note that i~

had prohibited the 'entry into i ts torr~~ui.'y of sta.teless persons, oven as tempor

ary visitors, and that it considered it advisable to attach certain conditions to

the grant of asylum to refugees, adding that the measures set forth in paragraph

:3 (f) of the draft resolution submitted by tho Secrctary-Gcncral would have no

1mplemcntin~ authority in its country, since its existing l~~islation made no

, pro'Vision for tho issue 0:£ travel documents to persons other than its own

citizens. But that same Government, prompted by a spirit of international

collaboration, had a few years back been one of the first to sign the International

Refugee Organization Agreement. It was', indeed, thanks to its vote that the

necessary quorum had been obtained dnd that it had been possible to set up the

Pr\.lpuratory Commission. Howuver, after having thus played D. quasi-decisive

role, that Government had subsequently declined to aSSUl:le financial obligations.

The question at issue was, at thut moment, taking a similar shape, and it

'Would a ccordingly be desirable, in order to throw the balance in favour of

refugees and to encourage a large number of accessions to the Convention, thereby

conferring greater noral value on the status of refugee, for the General Assembly

itself to adopt a text.

To that ond" tho French delegation had made extensive conccssions to the

, theses maintained by governments which had either stated that they would not sign

tho Convontion,or had refrained from duclaring themselves on the subject. It

would be roalized that the French delegation, which had daclared that it was its

Governmont I s intention to sign, ratify and apply the Convention, was quite unable

to give its approval to any text ~.ndiscriminatoly.

With a view to elaborating a text which would meet the requirements of the

problem and state that problem in fair and truly international terms, the French

delegation had submitted two amendments (E/AC.7/L,81 and E/AC.7/Lo82), the purpose

of which was to enable - a.t least such was ,its hope - agreement to be reached.

The fact that it han submitted only two amendments did not however mean that

, the French delegation had no further observations to put forward. It r6seryed the

right to raise other questions, but would do so at a later stage, since the

-remaining difficulties were not so gravo.



The preamble ,itself was a modest one, simply a compromise which the French

delegation thought a sincere one and likely to prove acceptable to all in its

entirety, since it formed a coherent whole.

At that stage he felt it necessary, after the general statement he had just

made, to give certain explanati~ns concerning the amendments he had just men

t~oned.

His delegation considered that the preamble represented the only return

asked of the international community in exchange for the recognition of its

right to determine the status of re~ugees in the reception countries, such

return taking the form of a definition, not of th3 refugee himself, but of the

refugee problem, in fair and accurate terms in conformity with reality and the

aims pursued.

E!AC.7/SR.158
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The chief aim of the preamble was to state the refugee problem in human and

equitable terms. It enabled that problem tabe expanded to its true dimensions,

and indicated the ideal towards which the United Nations must strive if it was

not to rest content with an imperfect and partial solution. That was all the

more essential since any convention must of necessity represent a compromise

between the ideal and the practicable, It was therefore necessary to find a.

place in the preamble for the sacr_ficed ideal which it had proved impossible to

embody in the Convention. It should, not be forgotten that, in the ultimate

analysis, it was always the mind and the ideal which were right; the very

existence of' the United Nations was a proof of that.

With regard to the definition of the term "refugee" proposed by his dele

gation, that definition determined, na~ so much the persons falling under the

competence of the High Commissioner's Office for Refugees, as the categories of

persons to whom governments were invited to grant a definite status. The text

submitted by the French delegation involved acceptance of definition by cate

gories in return for ~, technically superior text, rendered more flexible in

accordance with the unanimous wishes of the General Council of the International

Refugee Organization and of important non-governmental org~nizations.
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He would 5Ubmit that a country which had received, either on a temporar,y

or on a permanent basis, 1,300,000 ref~gees (in other words, more than the

International R8fugee Organization had ever had under its mandate), of ever,y

nationality and origin, without discrimination, and which still had on its

territory at least 300,000 refugees of whom 70,000 were recent arrivals, had

the right to raise its voice and to be heard. It was impossible to deny that

it possessed a certain humanity, a certain experience and a certain competence

in the matter. France, which had served as a refuge for the whole of Europe,

had earned the right to ask that there should be at least some feeling in favour

of the text its delegation had submitted.

His country's "service record ll should reassure those who were alarmed at

the idea of too broad a definition because that definition involved obligations

and burdens for the reception countries, and was not a vague expression of

intention. France had no intention of undertaking more than was reasonable.

There was not a single category of European refugees which was not repre

sented in France, and the very feet that all were admit~ed regardless of whether

they entered by the front door or by the back stairs, showed quite olearly that

the French Government had a suf!iciently broad conception of its responsibili

ties. All authentic refugees should therefore be covered by the text.

Finally, the French conception was neit~er selfishly nationalnor exces

sively international in spirit, and it was precisely towards such a happy

medium that the Conyention should tend.

Even should the United Nations finally decline to adopt the preamble and

definition) and decide to leave the elaboration of the measure of implementation

to a diplomatic conference, his delegation wa~ convinced that it would never

theless have made a great contribution to the improvement of the lot of all

'refugees.

Mr. HENKIN (United States of America) said that in a discussion .on the

pr~lem of refugees his delegAt.io:'! .:auld b.e the first to recognise the difficult

. , geograph~cal position 01 France, ~d the gr8~iou~ hospjt~lity she had extended

to refugees. ~
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While the French representative had dealt with the subject in its general

cont.ext, he would like to place the matter in a more,specific context. The

CO'....mcil, on the one hal'~d_, in .."esolution 248(IX), had requested t~ Ad hoc

Corrrrnittee, if it saw fit, to prepare a draft convention on the sUbject; the

Committee had done so and the Convention, including a definition of refugees,

was now under discussion. On the other hand, the scope' of the High Commis-

sioner's activities as defined by the General Assemb~ provided that his mandate

should include individuals defined as refugees in international agreements

approved by the Assembly. Also, as the French representative had said, one of

the High Cornmissiorer:" fu.."'1ctions would be to implement the Convention on the

St.atus of Refugees, and he would, therefore, have to see that it was ratified

by as many States as possible.

It was in that context that the Committee came to define the term Ifrefugee1r.

It had before it, on the one hand, the broad definition proposed by the Belgian

delegation and, on the other, a definition_by categories of refugees of the

kind which had been proposed by the United States delegation to the Ad hoc

Committee. It should be noted that the Ad hoC?, Committee, in a.ccepting that

v:Lew; had prepared two documents J. a draft con:v-ention on the statu,s of refugees

and a protocol relating to the stA-tUB of stateless persons; . the former dealt

with the 'protection of refugees,whether tech-"1ically stateless or not, and the

. latter covered stateiess persons other than refugees. For, althoug~ the M...h£c

Conunittee took the view that the United Nations would not wish to be burdened

inde:f'initely with machinery for the protection of stateless persons generally,

it. had recognised that they needeti pro~:,ection and that the United Nations ha.d

an interest in them; it had J therefore J prepared a separate instrument relating

to them. The draft Conve:ntion on the St9;tU5 of Refugees, however J gav:e somewhat

greater benefits, it being assumed that states would be willing to go further in

respect of refugees than in respect of sta.teless persons generally, in view of

t.he greater humanit!3.rian factors :i,i1vo;''{(3d. Morepver, the Convention on the

Status of ~efugees would come within the mandate of the High Commissioner. and

would accord. inte:rnl'ltional refugee stl... ,,'lS to the individuals covered by it;

stateless persons generall~r "t0uld not haye international status.·
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The definit:.ion of the term "refugee", in his view, depended on the purpose

underlying the' definition. It had to be borne in mind that 'what the Committee

had to decide WnB, who were the refugees who should have the protection of an

international convention. In the first instance, t he issue was between the

Belgian definition and those proposed by the Ad hoc Committee and the French

delegation, which were, ~Glative1y speaking, similar; that was to say, the

Committee would have to decide between a global definition and a definition on

the basis of categories of refugees. If the latter definition were accepted,

the Committee would then go on to decide which categories of refugees should be

covered by the Convention.' In that connerion it was important to note that

hitherto every internatiol'!::" agreement relating to refugees had specifically

enumerated the categories of refugees "d.th which it was concerned, and that

good reasons had been adduced for so doing. His delegation was convinced that

a convention relating to the status of refugees based on a definition by cate

gories would be more generally acceptable, and more easily implemented, and that

it would facilitate the task of the High Commissioner in seeing that the Conven

tion was implementee.

The United States definition was not narrow, as had been alleged; it was.
precise. The United States Government believed that international status as a

refugee, and the benefits of the United Nations Convention ~~der discussion,

should extend to everyone, without limitation, who at present needed it. His

Government believed, however, that definition by categories would be more likely

to ensure maximum protection for refugees who needed such protection at the

earliest opportunity than would the global defJ nition proposed by the Belgian

delegation.

In the light of the nature of the draft Convention, it was probable that

if a global definition were adopted some cOlmtries might be reluctant to adhere

to the Convention; there were persons who might be conG~dored as refugees, far

example those fleeing from a revolution, for whom oountries rnigh~ not Nish to

provide, a blank cheque of protection in advance; there were also otheJ~ persons,

admittedly refugees, in respect of whom the quest-lon wou.ld arise as to whether or'

,
,,,
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not they should enjoy, or needed, the protection of an international convention.

Again, it was his delegation's hope that under the Convention countries would

be willing to give all refugees covered by it protection in excess of what was

provided by their own legislation. The Ad hoc Committee had worked on that

assumption. He believed, however, that the broader the definition of the term

"refugee" the narrower would be tho protection that nations would be willing to

accord the refugees. If they knew tho categories with whic~ they had to deal

they would be able to decide how far they could go. For that reason, too, he

considered that the definition proposed by the Belgian delegation would tend to

defeat the purpose the United Nations had' in view.

~.

I

With regard to the remarks of the United Kingdom representatiye, it WB.S

beyond question that there was a definite link between the Convention and the

Hig~ Commissioner1s Office. If the draft Convention were approved, the defi

nition of the term flrefugee fl would form part of the High Commissioner I s terms of

reference. Reference to General Assembly rosolution 319 (IV) showed that the

implementation of the Convention w~uld be one of the principal functions of the

High Commissioner. Once the Convention had been signed and ratified, groups.
of individuals, if not indiv~duals themselves, would approac~ thn High Commis-

sioner for protection. If, then, he were churged with the implementation of a

Convention based on a broad definition of the term "refugee", his efforts wOu.Ld

be nullified by the vast number of applications he would have to consider from

persons or groups who did not merit or require intBrnational protection.

In paragraph 8 of the Annex to General Assembly resolution 319 (IV), it

was laid down that tne High Commissioner's work should relate as a rule to

groups and categories of refugeesn How, then, would it be possible for him to

giye effect to that directiv~~ :if there was no definition of IIrefugee ll on the

basis of categories, if he wad subject to call by isolated persons throughout

the world who determined for themsolves that they wer~ re~ugeesl

The decision the Committee must shortly take was therefore, in his view,

not whether a narrow or broad definition should be provided, but rather whether

States and the High C~nmjssio~er should know to whom the Convention applied,

whether the field of application shouln be vague, seneral and uncertain.
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Mr. BROHI (Pakistan), referri~g to the questio~ of the definition of

the term Ilrefugee", :. ,..:.alled F'. stateme::'.~ mnde by Mrs 0 Roose-relt at the 260th

meeting of the Third Committee of the G,meral Assembly, in 1'lhich she had said:

11 Ll1stly , thl3 Pakistani representative h!ld expressed the view that
if the General Assembly w,:s to a~3l.'1Tle :·esp0(lsibility fet refugees, it
should do so on a global basis, and he had in thD:~ connection met:ltioned
the 6 or 7 million refugeGs in his own country. Thut raised a very
great problem indeed. TDe Pakisttini representative had in fact sug
gested thot the General Assewbly accept responsibility for all categories
of refugees existing in any part of the world, and also for such other
categories as might develop in· the future. It should be borne in mind)
however, that at its ninth session the Economic and Social Council had
set up an Ad hoc Committee to review existing conventions providing
protection for refugees ~~d to consider the desirability of drafting a
single convention to be submitted to the Genernl Assembly for approval.
In accomplishing that task, the Ad hoc Committee would have to deal
first with the categories of refue;ees who wor~ to bG covered by the
draft convention,"

He enquired wh,_,.+- had become of the hope expressed by Mrs. Roosevelt, and whether

th~ rlrl'lfting of 3. single convention hnd proved 'to be beyond ·human ingenuity, and

consequently ignored by the Ad _l},~.£ Committee.

He could not follow the United Statos argument thnt the purpose ;underlying

the definition of the tem IIref'ugoe ll was all-impo:,to.nt. A definition was alway's

a definition, whatever the term involved, and, he could (lot nee how the question

of underlying purpose nffected tho issue. Moreover, the draft Convention con

tained, not a definition of ref~gees but a description of the protection to be

afforded to them.

He also considered that it should not be Claimed th3.t an international

instrument was international h~ application when its scc;pe was limited to a

particular area of the world, fl,f3 i'laS that of the draft, CO::-_'/cntion under discus

sion, in Bub-paragraph A (a) of Articlo 1 of which variou3 specific limitations

were apparent. Nor could he tDde:'st,".;,~d parA.g,('ap:1 B of p.;,.'ticle 1. How could a

definition be added to, and hoi'! could perSO,1S be ,?.dded t,'.) D. definition? The

.problem before the Committee WI'l.,S to ens'\.'re that the C:):"::''''l:~ion embraced all

if it WAS to be reg;j,Ided as A.n insL~1..11nent of !'Gbtricted application,
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its title should be reconciled with thAt conception.

Mr. FEARNLEY (United Kingdom) said that all three preceding speakers

had either explicitly or implicitly expressed the opinion that the problem of

refugees as it affected the United Nations was universal in scope. They had,

however, adopted somewhat different lines of thought when it came to bringing

that problem within the scope of an international instrument. It was also

clear from their statements that the attitude of governments in various parts

of the world was bound to be conditioned by the political experience and the

geographical position of their countries.

He felt that the definitions of the term "refugee" contained in the draft

Convention and in the terms of "reference of the High Commissioner for Refus8es

need not necessar:tly be the same. "While the Convention would impose certain

definite legal obligations on States that chose to become parties to it, the

High Commissioner, though he would no doubt enjoy great moral authority, would

not be able to impose any obligations which were not voluntarily accepted by

the states concerned, and, consequently, the attitudes of governments towards

the two definitions might well be different.

His delegation had submitted an amendment to article 1 of the draft Conven

tion because it felt that the Convention should concern itsel£with all refugees,
- .

and not merely wi. th certain prescribed and limited categories of J" efugees. That

amendment was similar to the amendment submitted by the Belgian delegation,

though he felt that his delegation's definition was more precise. It would be

seen that his delegation would-specifioally exclude "fran the category of refugees

cases qf technical statelessness caused mere~ by conflicts of nati9nality laws.

Broadly speaking, a refugee was a person who could not or did not want, for fear

of persecution, to return ~o the country of his nationality or former residence.

Since governments would have to assume definite legal obligations under the

Convention, he appreciated-the arguments of those governments which were in
I·

favour of a lim.ited definition of the term "refugee". They did not wish to

undertake commitments, the fu~l scope of which they could not ~ore5ee. Should
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it beoome clear in the future that such governments would be unable to adhere to

the Convention because the definition of "refugee" contained in it was broad,

his delegation would give sympathetic consideration to their arguments. Itt the

present stage, however, his delegation thought a broad definition was the right

approach. He wished to make it quite clea.r, however, that nothing would alter

its conviction that although there might be reasons at the present time far

restricting the definition of "refugee" in the draft Convention, the one con

tained in tho High Commissioner's terms of'reference could not be so restricted

for it would be the duty of the High Commissioner to concern himself with all

refugees throughout the world.

In brief, he hoped that the Committee would accept a broad definition in

both cases, but since the obligations resulting for governments would not be

the same, being legal in the case of the Convention and simply moral i,n the case

of the High Commissioner, his delegation did not believe that the two definitions

need necessarily be identical. It WOUld, howe~er, insist that the definition in

the High Commissioner's terms of reference should be a broad one.

Mr. BEP.NSTEIN (Chile) said it was essential to draw a clear distinction

, between two problems: the question of the rights of refugees in the countries

which had granted them asylum, and the question of the international protection

of refugees. The former ,could only be settled by an international Convention,

.•. ,,whereas the latter would be the task of the United Nations acting through the

High Commissioner. Since there were two problems, there could also be two

different definitions. The definition of a refugee in connect:J.on with t.he r1.[;hts

of refugees in the countries which had given them asylum should be a broad one,

while the definition for purposes of international protection should to some

extent be limited. It was obvious; as the United States representative had

pointed out, that th: High Commissioner could not possibly consider all appeals

for help without exception.

Referring to paragraph B of article 1 of the draft Convention l which stated

contracting states might agree to a.dd to the definition of the term "refugee"

qntained in that artie,le pGrson~ tI', oth.::.;r ~'1.tE'go~ iefl recommended by the General
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Assembly, he said that. he could not tmderstand how such a provision could ever

be accepted by any co"mtry. Indeed, what government would agree to a provision

whereby the main article of an interna.tional agreement to which it was a party

c.ould be changed at will by a.nother organ?

Mr. HENKIN (United States of America) emphasized that the provision

in question would not operak automnticallJT • It merely laid down a procedure

whereby contracting States might accept, if they so wished, recommendatiuns made

by the General Assembly for the extension of the definition of the term "refugeell

to tover persons in other categories,

He wished tu emphasize that the Ad hoc Committee had examived very

thoroughly the question of how broad the definition of the tE;nil "r"ft:.gGe'l should

be. The definition proposed in the draft Convention had been chosen as the

best suited, in existing circumstances, to provide protection for those who

needed it. His delegation believed that the definition contained in the draft

Convention and in the High Commissionerfs terms of reference should be the same,

but would be willing to consider the two questions separately.

Mro de ALB~ (Mexico) thought it ~~s essential for the Committee to

make a clear distinction between past. and existing problems in the refugee

field which had to be settled immediately, and problelIl5whi~h might arise in

the future, The High Commissioner's Office was being set up to deal with

:immediate problems, whereas the aim of the draft Convention would be to provide

solutions for future problems.

He beHeved that instead of worki'1g ot1t 9. compli,;~ted :::ony",.~t::ton, it might

be wise merely to agree on the principle that both refugees and stateless

persons IJhould enjoy the same rights as nation<1ls of t.he cou,,'"ltry in which they

had been granted asylum. That would remOVe ma.ny difficulties, and it' would

then be possible to dispense with any enumeration of categories of refugees,

enumeTations which were bound to be incomplete. He fuJ_ly realised the diffi-

culties of countries such as France, the United Kingdom and Belgium, to whose

efforts in grappling with the refugee problems which were the legacy of
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succr:s~;L,,~': wars he pdc. tribute. It was only nature.l that those countries A
shl):)';·:t.ry to tnkc some precautions ngt.inst the threat of further inf!uxes of

Tr.r",<01'~. He sincerely hoped that the draft Convention, when it came into S~
::', ".' vlo-uld hdp th"lT! to solve any difficulties that might ari se in the future.

In the light of th: rlistinction he had drawn between the, solution of exist

~U11!' p!'ohlc;ms - the t"';~Jk of the High Commissioner - <lnd that of future problems 

the; ,,3..m of t1li' (}:Jr1V'6ution -it Wl,S clear that a limited classification by cate

e;or:i'·':'.: might meet the purposes of the High Commissioner's Office but could

n:.V·'T hI; ;:tl1equ,"!tn or useful for D le.stin~ -international convention on refugees.

::: bc,lieved tMt j.t \-lould be wise for the Committee not to amend the draft

Conyr,nt:l.on, but merely to refer th('~ mntter back to the Ad hoc Committee, which

wouli ':'x:\t1iln,:: it in the light of the comments made during the discussion.

Wh:,:n ttl'; dr~\ft. Convention camr" to be examined by the General Assembly, his

ddcgot:L-~.n might express itself in favour of referring it to a spec:: .'11 diplo

m~ltlc confnrr-mcr~, 116 originelly suggested by the Ad hoc Committee.

~h'. DESi\I (Indin) agr,eed with the United.Stp.tes repre5entativ8 that

th(!r~'! should be 1. precise; definition of the term "refugee". The United Nntions,

first th1'ough thr; UniV:d Nntions Relief and RE)habilitation Administratiull and

then throul!h t.no Int'.:·7",:!tlonnl Hofugee Organization, had denlt with two sides

of thl~ r(~.fuccc problern, namely, relief and rehabilitation. The main task of

the HiF;'.h Ccmmission'.~rh'ould be to p.rrangere-settlement· of refugees. It was

obviousthn.t no r·; -sctth:r.lent could be carried out unless refugees were con-

sidered in specific c!',tegories. Hence there was need for an exact definition

of tho refugees to whom the United Nations wished to give protection. A broad

definition comprising All possible refugees would raise 50 many difficulties

that it wo:uld be impossible to attend even to the most urgent and most inunediate

problems. That was why h~ feltth~t th~ course advocated by the United States

representative W85 by far the more practicnl, nnd the more likely to yield

useful results.

The meeting rose at 1 p.m.




